
TENNFESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

400 Chestnut Street Tower II 

April 16, 1962 

*RD--50-390/81-U8 

U3.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region fl.0 
Attn: Mf. Jam P. Olleilly, Regional Adinistrator -' 
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Dear Mr'. O'Reilly: 

WATTS BAR NICLZAR PLANT UNIT I - 1306 SEISMIC SUPPORT IM 
VBID650-390/81- 18 - FINAL WsORT 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-0IE Inspector 
3. V. Crienjak on May 6, 1981 in accordance with 10 (73 50.55(e) 
as NCF WON SUP 8127. Interim reports were submitted an June 5, 
Septemer 15, October 28, and December 16, 1981 and February 17, 19E2.  
Enclosed is our final report. TA considers 10 CPR Part 21 applim~ble 
to this deficiency.  

If you have any questions, please get in touch with R. 8. Shell at 
PTS 858-2688.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNE33U VALLEY AUTHORITY 

'..Kills," o 
Nuclear Regulation and Safety 

Enc losure 
cc: Mr'. Richard C. DeYoung, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspectioca and Enforcement 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 205,75 
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Description at Deficiency 

The design of one support (designed by Betg a-Pateraon) on an £101 discharge 
header was found to be deficient. This condition uas discovered while TYA was doing calculations for a design modification of this support. The plate, bolt, and weld stress allowables were exceedea when design loads were considered.  
Checking the original design mad lod conditions sheuid that the original support design was deficient in the name way. Although the support had been Modified by TV before the deficiency was foond, the modification did not affect the original 
support design or calculations.  

TVA requested the original design calculations from Bergen-Paterson, the original desig-ter of the support, for review. The calculations model assumed a slightly 
different configuration than wos detailed on the actual design drawing. The support was erroneously assumed to be simply supported (flexible connections) at both ends i~n the calculations. However, the design drawing showed a fixed connection (no rotation) at one and of the support. The fixedl connection would transmit a moment to the anchor plate on the wall which would overstress the plate, weld, and anchor bolts when the design load from the pipe uas 
experience.  

3afety Implications 

Had the support failed during operation of the plant, the pipe would be ovestressed and could rupture. This could lead to deficient flows to some equipment cooled by the £101 System. Therefore, the safe operation of the plant could have been affected had the support remained uncorrected.  

Correctly@ Action 

Bergen-Paterson has suggests I a design which will all ow both ends of the support to be oonetdered as simply supported (flexible connection). TVA has agreed that this rue1esign is appropriate and will revise the support drawing to incorporate the rede31Gn and resolve the deficiency by July 30, 1982.  

N~o other supports of this design~ have been found on the £101 System. Also, T~VA has moo if'.d several hundred other Bergen-Paterson supports and has done calculations oan them. So deficiencies of' this nature have been discovered an these sup~ports. Therefore, this deficiency appears to be a single, isolated case.  
However, Bergen-Paterson has agreed to perform a review of support calculations (on a sampling basis) to assure that no other supports coula have this deficiency. TVA will monitor this prograr which wili be completed by June 30, 1982. If further deficiencies a e found, they will be documented on nonconformance reports as appro-,riate.  

Since TVA has assumed the support design responsibility for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Bergen-Paterson will not be providing new support designs for Watts Bar.


